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Abstract 

Devices based on piezoelectric materials have tradi-

tionally been modeled in PDE simulation software. 

These simulations are expensive to create and run. In 

this paper it is shown that lumped-parameter models 

of such devices can provide good fidelity with low 

computational cost. Modelica models of supporting 

components, along with a system-level model of a 

linear piezoelectric stepper motor are presented. The 

simulation results show good agreement with pub-

lished experimental results. Future research is pro-

posed based on the components and model. 
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1 Introduction 

Piezoelectric materials experience mechanical 

stress under the influence of an electric field and, 

inversely, produce an electric field with the applica-

tion of a mechanical stress. Materials that exhibit the 

piezoelectric effect are used in diverse applications, 

including a variety of sensors and actuators, and spe-

cifically in stepper motors. Detailed PDE simulations 

of these materials are achievable using simulation 

software such as COMSOL, but lumped-parameter 

models suitable for component- and system-level 

simulations are rare. Developing piezoelectric mate-

rials models in Modelica makes modeling and simu-

lation at the system-level possible. A resulting li-

brary of parametrically-defined component models, 

like motors and actuators, would increase the effi-

ciency of modeling and simulating piezoelectric de-

vices routinely deployed in new engineering designs. 

In this research, Modelica components imple-

menting piezoelectric material properties, electrostat-

ic forces, and time-varying frictions were developed 

and integrated into a device-level model of a linear 

piezoelectric stepper motor. The model is parametric 

and extensible: the parameters can be changed to suit 

application-specific requirements, and nonlinear ef-

fects can be easily included. 

MapleSim is a Modelica-based system-level 

modeling and simulation platform provided by 

Maplesoft [1]. MapleSim simulation results matched 

those in [2] when similar values were implemented. 

Most importantly, the relative execution speed of the 

model permits multi-parameter optimizations not 

possible in full PDE simulations. This is demonstrat-

ed via the investigation of the effects of the motor 

clamp voltage on velocity using a compiled MapleS-

im procedure in Maple. Future work is then de-

scribed. 

1.1 Related Work 

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no formal Mod-

elica library available for piezoelectric materials. 

However, there have been a variety of disparate 

works that have implemented piezoelectric models in 

a lumped-parameter framework. For example, a 

MEMS library and airbag deployment example in-

cluding piezoelectric elements were implemented in 

VHDL-AMS in [3] and [4], respectively. Lumped-

parameter models of piezoelectric devices derived 

from high-order FEM models, are presented in [5], 

but are not Modelica-specific implementations. They 

would retain some of the discretized nature of the 

original FEM models and would therefore be further 

away from the benefits of using Modelica. In [6], 

bond graph and equivalent circuit methods are used 

to model piezoelectric motors. Finally, several tool-

independent lumped-parameter physics-based mod-

els are presented in Chapter 6 of [7]. 

2 Linear Motor Operation 

Figure 1 shows the configuration and operation of 

the linear motor. The operation is similar to other 

slip-stick motors, but is unique in that an electrostat-

ic clamp is used to aid the “stick” portion of the cy-
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cle. Periodic waveforms are applied to extend and 

relax the piezoelectric material along its longitudinal 

direction, pushing the lead weight along with it. The 

electrostatic clamp is active during the extension part 

of the cycle to prevent the motor assembly from 

slipping along the surface. An abrupt voltage is ap-

plied to the piezoelectric material when it is in its 

extended state and the clamp is deactivated to cause 

the assembly to retract towards its new center of 

mass, moving it forward. 

 
Figure 1: Linear motor configuration and operation. 

a) The electrostatic clamp is activated. b) The piezo-

electric material extends longitudinally with an ap-

plied voltage, moving the center of mass to the right. 

c) The clamp is deactivated. d) The piezoelectric 

voltage is quickly removed to cause a snapping mo-

tion, breaking the static friction between the motor 

assembly and the surface. The assembly retracts to-

wards its new center of gravity, moving forward. 

To model this in MapleSim via Modelica, several 

new components were needed: A 1D model of the 

piezoelectric material which couples the electrical 

and translational domains, an electrostatic clamp that 

also couples the electrical and translational domains, 

and a time-varying friction model. Their develop-

ment is described next. 

3 Component Models 

In the following sections, variables indicated in bold 

face correspond to port variables. Numbers in brack-

ets preceding an equation (like ( ), for example) 

indicate equations that appear in the final Modelica 

component. 

These components were first created as MapleS-

im Custom Components, which directly implement 

their governing equations developed in Maple. Es-

sentially, the equations are written unsimplified and 

MapleSim automatically rearranges and manipulates 

them as needed. Upon creation of the component, 

Modelica code is auto-generated which was then 

manually further modified. 

3.1 Piezoelectric Material Model 

The development of a 1D piezoelectric model relied 

heavily on Chapter 6 of [7]. The full tensor solution 

was reduced to the (3,3) direction to select the longi-

tudinal translational mode of operation. Losses and 

nonlinearities, such as hysteresis, were neglected as a 

first-order approximation. Such effects can be easily 

included in the core equations, or included externally 

using Modelica Standard Library components. Max-

well’s equations were accordingly simplified. Refer 

to Figure 2 for referencing of the port variables. 

 
Figure 2: Through- and across-variable references 

for the piezoelectric component. 

In one dimension, the traction (stress) of a piezoe-

lectric material is 

           
where T is the traction, c

D
 is the mechanical stiffness 

of the material, S is the mechanical strain, h is a pie-

zoelectric coupling coefficient with units of V/m, 

and D is the electrical displacement field. Neglecting 

inertia, the forces at either end of a slab of length l 

and area A of this material are 
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The strain can be approximated by taking the first 

derivative of the material’s displacement in Eulerian 

coordinates, , so that 
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The D field can be replaced with the charge, Q, as 

follows: 
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where Jdisp is the displacement current and I is the 

electrical current. Noting that  
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To incorporate inertia, one-half of the calculated 

mass is placed on either side of the piezoelectric ma-

terial. It is calculated from its density, , length and 

area. Damping could also be included in these equa-

tions, but was not necessary for this particular analy-

sis. 
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Finally, the terminal voltage, V, can be calculated as 

the integral of the electrical field,  , as 

  ∫     
 

 

 

Since   can be defined as a function of D and S via 

           
where e is the (3,3) element of the piezoelectric 

stress matrix. It can be defined as 

       

where    is the electrical permittivity of the piezoe-

lectric material under constant strain conditions. 

Therefore, 
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where 

( )        . 

3.2 Electrostatic Force Model 

An electrostatic force model was implemented that 

couples the electrical and translational domains. Un-

like in the piezoelectric model which did incorporate 

a linear stress-strain relationship, the stress-strain 

relationship of the dielectric material under the influ-

ence of the applied electrostatic force was not in-

cluded. It is present in the system-level model as a 

translational spring. This decision was made so that 

the component could be easily modified as needed. 

For example, more accurate models would use a 

translational spring-damper to incorporate losses, 

and keeping it outside the electrostatic force compo-

nent facilitates this change. Refer to Figure 3 for ref-

erencing of the port variables. 

 
Figure 3: Through- and across-variable references 

for the electrostatic force component. 

Neglecting edge effects, the force between two 

plates of a parallel capacitor and current are 
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3.3 Smooth Time-Varying Friction Model 

The purpose of this model was twofold: First, a time-

varying friction was needed where the normal force 

and coefficients were time-dependent. This was due 

to the electrostatic clamp changing the applied nor-

mal force. Second, whereas the standard friction 

model is discontinuous when transitioning from stat-

ic to dynamic, a continuous model would produce 

similar results and would speed simulation time by 

avoiding events. It also eliminated the need to pro-

vide scaling information to the solver to detect 

events within such a narrow band of operation. Refer 

to Figure 4 for referencing of the port variables. 

 
Figure 4: Through- and across-variable references 

and input signals for the time-varying friction com-

ponent. 

Beginning with the smooth friction model, a sum 

of two hyperbolic tangents was used to create the 

approximation. 

( )  (       )         (    ) 
                                 (     )      (    )  

In its intended usage, x would be the relative ve-

locity, A1 would be the static friction, and (A2 – A1) 

would be the dynamic friction. The coefficients c1 

and c2 are chosen so that c1 > c2, which gives the de-

sired function shape. An example is shown in 

Figure 5 and its similarity to the basic discontinuous 

friction model should be noted. 

Similarly, a smooth step-like function was used to 

ensure that when non-positive normal force is ap-

plied, there is no resultant “negative” friction. Such a 

function was implemented using 

( )  ( )  
 

 
(    (    )   ) 

and an example plot is shown in Figure 6. 

Using these smooth equations, the friction model 

is then implemented as 

( )            

( )      
     
  

 

( )                          (       ) 
( )                           

                               (       ) 
( )   (                             )

   (    ) 
where d is the damping coefficient. 

 

 
Figure 5: Example plot of the smooth friction model 

for parameters: A1 = 10, A2 = 5, c1 = 10000, 

c2 = 2500. 

 
Figure 6: Example plot of the smooth step function 

for the parameter c3 = 10000. 

4 Slip-Stick Motor Model 

The three new Modelica components were assem-

bled in MapleSim along with library 1D translational 

and signal components to create the overall model, 

shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: The MapleSim schematic of the parametrically-defined linear motor model. 

The model was defined parametrically, using the 

parameters summarized in [2] as nominal values. 

Amazingly, the results matched quite well just by 

using the physical parameters and using some basic 

assumptions on the undocumented parameters, in 

particular, the characteristics of the driver wave-

forms. For example, it is stated in [2] that step sizes 

of 0.07 – 1.1 μm were observed for piezoelectric 

voltages of 60 – 340 V. The MapleSim model 

achieved 0.061 – 0.371 μm step sizes for the same 

applied voltages without any tuning or optimization 

of the unknown parameters. Adjusting the magnitude 

of the clamp voltage and frequency cutoff of the fil-

ters are two of the easiest was of changing the step 

size to help it match the experimental results. There-

fore, the MapleSim model represents a reasonable 

approximation to the system behavior without the 

burden of a full PDE solution. 

4.1 MapleSim Model and Preliminary Results 

As stated previously, the model matches the experi-

mental results quite well and provides additional de-

grees of freedom to back-fit to the available data. 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the applied driver signals 

and resulting motor motion, respectively. A compari-

son to the results in [2] shows good qualitative and 

numerical agreement. 

 
Figure 8: 1 kHz clamp (green) and piezoelectric (red) 

drive voltage signals. The slight overshoot is due to a 

low-pass filter set to 10 kHz to limit discontinuities 

present in the simulation. 
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Figure 9: Plots of the position (red) and velocity 

(green) versus time of the linear motor. 

4.2 Platform for Optimization 

One of the goals of this research is to demonstrate 

the value of system-level models of devices that tra-

ditionally have only been modeled in PDE software. 

As an example of the execution speed and optimiza-

tions possible, consider the results in Figure 10, and 

further summarized in Figure 11. They show the po-

sition versus time and velocity versus Vclamp results 

for 100 simulations, respectively. When comparing 

to the results presented in Fig. 10 in [2], it can be 

seen that the results are quite consistent. 

 
Figure 10: Position versus time plots for Vclamp values 

from 0 to 1000 V. The nominal value, 

Vclamp = 500 V, is shown in blue. 

 
Figure 11: Calculated average velocity values for 

various Vclamp. Note how the electrostatic clamp im-

proves the speed of the motor by preventing reverse 

motion during extension of the piezoelectric materi-

al. 

The per-simulation execution time was 63.8 ms 

on a modest Intel Core2 Duo CPU running at 

2.80 GHz. Similar results would take a tremendous 

amount of time in PDE simulation software. Though 

the PDE results would arguably be more accurate, 

the marginal accuracy is of questionable value in 

light of the orders of magnitude increase in simula-

tion time. 

5 Conclusions and Further Research 

This paper has demonstrated the creation of a linear 

piezoelectric stepper motor in MapleSim. To pro-

duce the motor model, three new components were 

created and their derivations were documented. Ini-

tial results correlate well with published experi-

mental results, indicating that lumped-parameter sys-

tem-level models may provide a new platform for 

development and optimization of such devices. 

The follow-up research currently underway in-

volves multi-parameter optimizations in a multi-

threaded, multicore architecture in Maple. The goal 

would be to demonstrate that fast MapleSim models 

can be used to optimize for goals like motor speed 

and power consumption, as well as to more accurate-

ly fit the experimental data. This will be accom-

plished directly in Maple via its threads and grid 

computing capabilities, and in Optimus, a global op-
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timization and design-of-experiments package by 

Noesis [8]. 

Using the piezoelectric material model as a start-

ing point, further developments include a full multi-

body (6 DoF) model of the material behavior. It is 

created using the full tensor description of the piezo-

electric material. This will enable the development of 

novel devices using torsional modes, and a more ac-

curate look into the behavior of existing devices, like 

the motor presented in this paper. 
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